Academy News
S U M M E R

Dear Parents and Carers,
Welcome to the final newsletter for the 2010-2011
academic year.
This has been an extremely successful year for all
students and staff at Globe. It seems only
yesterday we opened our academy and made our
assurances to transform education for your
children and the local community. I am very
pleased to say that we are well on our way to
achieving this goal.
2010-2011 has seen great change and tremendous
improvement. Our students continue to make
accelerated progress within their education. Key
Stage 2 Primary SATS were the highest ever with
both English and Maths gaining 93% and our
prediction is that Year 11 GCSE results will, again,
be the best achieved by the school.
We also had confirmation of how well our academy
serves its students and community through our
Ofsted inspection. Globe Academy scored the
second highest possible Ofsted rating, being judged
as a Good school with Outstanding capacity for
sustained improvement. This is something to be
exceptionally proud of. We were delighted that
Ofsted also rated student behaviour as
Outstanding, as well as leadership, student safety,
leadership of teaching and learning, effectiveness
of care, guidance and support and the effectiveness
of partnerships. This is a glowing tribute to us as a
school and a reflection of the determination and
hard work of staff and students alike.
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The establishment of Tronador, Elbrus,
McKinley and Kilimanjaro small schools.
The redevelopment and opening of the
Pentagon building as a specialist performing
and visual arts complex.
Completion of landscaping and external
sports facilities.
The launch of government’s social mobility
programme by Deputy Prime Minister Nick
Clegg.
Our school choir performing at the ARK Gala
dinner to Prince William and the Duchess of
Cambridge.
Being the only school in the UK to host a visit
from the President of the United States,
Barack Obama and our Prime Minister David
Cameron.
We are all very proud of the success at Globe
Academy and are determined that 2011-2012 will
see us continuing to achieve great things for our
community and children.
Our goal remains the same; we promise to deliver
excellent education to enable all of our students to
gain the qualifications and skills needed to enter
university or the career of their choice.
I hope all students, parents and carers have a safe
and restful summer break. I look forward to
welcoming you all back in the new academic year.

As well as the success of Ofsted and student
attainment we have had other notable events this
year with very high profile guests:
The opening of the Paul Marshall building,
with the Secretary of State for Education
Michael Gove.

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’

Jason Baigent
Principal
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President Obama Visits Globe Academy
10 – and very cagey about the
aim of the trip. Next came a visit
from the Number 10 and White
House communications teams.
They toured the school in minute
detail to decide how the
visit might work if it came
off.
Going into work on Tuesday 24
May, I had butterflies in my
stomach and my head was
spinning with everything I had to
organise before the Prime
Minister and President Obama
arrived. I had been preparing for
this day for three weeks, mostly
in secret, to ensure that for one
day Globe Academy was the
centre of the world’s attention.
To make the visit a success, I

worked with people I never
thought I would meet, which
made the whole experience
rather surreal.
The first inkling was a call from
the Cabinet Office suggesting a
follow up to a visit we had had
from Nick Clegg. When the caller
came to size up the options she
turned out to be from Number

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’

Next were the security
teams. This is when it
began to feel as if I was
working on the set of a new
series of the West Wing.
These weren’t your ordinary
“Bobbies” but the top dogs from
Scotland Yard and the US Secret
Service: think snipers and search
squads and you’re on the right
track. They arrived and stood
outside the gate looking rather
conspicuous in dark glasses and
sharp suits. They wanted to look
everywhere and know about
everything onsite. It was clear
that these guys meant business
and they would call the shots.
After about six security visits with
a different team each time, it was
finally decided, at just 72 hours
notice, that the visit could
definitely go ahead.
On the day, we had to follow
strict instructions as to
who could be in the same
room as the President and
even who could shake his
hand (we were given
badges to make clear who
was in the charmed
circle). The last half an
hour before he and the
Prime Minister arrived
was madness. We had search
dogs on the ground, snipers on
the roof and barricades to our
entrances all ready for the 22
vehicle motorcade driving
through the gates.
The President and Prime
Minister’s visit sent the whole

school into a complete frenzy of
excitement and was a fantastic
occasion for everyone. We were
all over the press for the next
week, including TV, newspapers

and on the internet with a
variety of quotes from the
pupils who were lucky enough
to meet them. A couple of
quotes are below:
Tanvir Khan, Year 11, said “It
was so surreal . In areas like this
that kind of thing just doesn’t
happen, so I’m really proud.
We’ll be talking about it until
we’re old”
Olamide Ajala, Year 10, said
“We couldn’t believe it. We
couldn’t believe Obama had
come to our school. We were all
in shock.”
Since the visit we have had
thank you letters from both

President Obama and Prime
Minister Cameron so we hope
to have another visit soon.

Mrs Harriet Stokes
Marketing and Projects Manager
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Extended Schools Activities
Nandos Sketch Day

bring together top
street artists from the
UK and South Africa to
help young people
learn all about street
art and improve their
artistic skills. Our
pupils took part in
sketch sessions and workshops
in order to create their own
masterpieces. The sketch
sessions taught the pupils Pen
Art, Urban Graffiti, Sculpture

On Monday 23 June, a group of
year 9 pupils were invited to
attend the Nandos Experimental
Sketch event. This was a
weekend
event that
was open to
the public,
however
Nandos kindly
extended it by
a day just for
Globe
Academy
pupils. We
also invited pupils from other ARK
schools so Burlington Danes
and Prop Building and T-Shirt
Academy and Walworth Academy Printing.
pupils joined us on the day.
Nandos designed the event to
There was a whole host of
talented artists to watch and
learn from, including South
African based artists Rasty
Knayles and Kutzanai Chiruai.
Nandos were of course there
serving enough food to fuel
their creativity throughout the
day.

Globe Hosts
Korean Visitor

On 17 May, Twenty four
South Koreans descended
on Globe to learn more
about the British education
system with special interest
in Academies.
On arrival they heard a
presentation by Mr Baigent
which was translated into
Korean on the spot. They
then had a tour of the
academy which involved
lots of picture taking before
being whisked off to Paris
for the weekend.

Globe Academy
Pupil Wins
scholarship to
study in the USA

This year, Head Boy, Farid
Sarwari, won the ARK
scholarship to study at the
Philips Exeter University
Summer School. This is an
excellent achievement and
opportunity for Farid and
very apt after he met the
President earlier this year.
We look forward to
welcoming Farid back to
The pupils had a great day, and
hear all about his
produced some fantastic work.
experiences.
Ms Caroline Rowley
Extended Schools Coordinator

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’

Mrs Harriet Stokes
Marketing and Projects
Manager
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Jack Petchey Award Winners
The Jack Petchey Award Scheme recognises and rewards the achievements of individual students in school. These
awards are presented to those students who go out of their way to help not only their fellow students but also
their local community. They are nominated by their peers and staff and those with the highest votes receive £200
to spend on something for the school, this could be resources such as new footballs, or books or even a trip out to
the cinema.
The following nine pupils won Jack Petchey Awards this year and were invited to attend the awards ceremony at
the Southbank Centre. This was a wonderful event which celebrated all of their hard work and achievements
throughout the year and we were extremely proud of all of them.

McKinley
Edwina Omokaro
Marvin Beaton
Demell Bovell

Elbrus
Tumisha Balogun
Sade Majekodunmi
Hiep Phu Trinh

Kilimanjaro
Paulo Garcia
Jordan Dawkins
Jamilla Uddin

Ms Caroline Rowley, Extended Schools Coordinator

Dates for your Diary
7 September - Tronador school, Year 7 and Year 11 return to school, 8:30am
8 September - All years return to school, 8:30am
15 September - Community Forum Barbecue 5:00-7:00pm

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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What’s going on in Tronador?
Nursery Visit to Memorial Playground
On 5 July some of the Nursery children visited the Princess
Diana Memorial playground in Kensington Gardens. It was a
fun day out which supported our topic of Summer holidays/
day trips. There was lots for us to do including climbing the
huge pirate ship. Unfortunately we didn’t see any pirates and
didn’t catch Captain Hook!
The children enjoyed exploring the many things on offer in
the playground, which included a musical area and a sand and
water area. We were very lucky to have such fantastic
weather that we even managed to have a picnic in the park
and buy some ice creams.
Thank you to all the parents who helped. It was an absolutely
fantastic day trip out.
Miss Lucia Apicella
Nursery Manager

Fundraising in Tronador

On a cold and wet Wednesday afternoon, seven
members of staff took part in an event called "Custard
Pie the Teacher" as part of the 'Women of Tronador'
fundraising efforts for Race for Life. This involved the
pupils throwing custard pies at their teachers.
Not only did the staff members face cold runny
custard, but cream and mushy peas were also added to
the menu! Children from Nursery through to Year 6
took part in the event which raised £80 for Cancer
Research UK.
Thank you to all those who contributed to the cause.

Miss Janeen Wilson
Year 1 Teaching Assistant

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Garden Museum Visit

A range of flowers dating as far back as medieval
times lined the garden beds. A maze of historical
significance was the focal point for discussion and
children showed eagerness to share and explain
their knowledge.
Inside the museum the children were set a
challenge. Their challenge was to identify unusual
garden tools and look at the century that they
related to. Objects like the cucumber straightener
(19th Century), bird scarer, Tudor water- pot and the
pony boots proved very fascinating.
Each child planted their own seed and was able to
take this home and help it grow from there. The
sunflower seeds and the nasturtium proved a very
popular choice.

On Wednesday 6 July our Year 3 class, Euclid, had
the opportunity to visit the Garden Museum in
order to make links with the Science topic ‘Helping
Plants Grow Well’.
The museum is situated on Lambeth Palace Road
adjoining Lambeth Palace and was formally known
as the Museum of Garden History. It could be easily
mistaken for just a church surrounded by greenery
but within its walls is a transformed centre of
contemporary gallery spaces for exhibition and
events.
The Ancient Church of St. Mary’s became
abandoned and later on the museum was set up in
order to rescue the church from demolition.
The Gardens house the tombs of John Tradescant,
the first great gardener and planter in British history
and William Bligh the explorer who introduced the
breadfruit and ackee to Jamaica in the later 18th
Century.

The children were mesmerised from beginning to
end. The garden though small was very captivating.

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’

The session ended with the distribution of Eco bags
and the children were invited to decorate the
outside using some of the indoor and outdoor
artefacts observed earlier on. Based on the work
produced it was evident that the children gained a
lot from this trip. They made connections to
previous learning and there was a strong link to
science and history.

Ms Marie Williams
Year 3 Teacher
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Year 2 visit Broadstairs Beach

On Wednesday 6 July, Tronador year 2 pupils went
on a trip to Broadstairs beach. Whilst the grey sky
over Globe Academy threatened rain, we were all
delighted to see that we left that far behind and
experienced some lovely warm weather! For some
pupils this was the first time they had been to the
beach. Below you can read what they thought of the
great British seaside.

Reception Visit the Natural
History Museum
As part of our very exciting topic on Dinosaurs the
children in reception were keen to visit the Natural
History Museum. Upon arriving at the museum the
children were in awe of the giant diplodocus
skeleton in the entrance hall.

As we toured the museum the children were excited
to see various dinosaur bones. They were also able
to explore many other areas such as the birds and
creepy crawly galleries. The children particularly
enjoyed the animal gallery where they saw a range
of familiar animals and listened attentively to the
“I liked making sand castles and digging holes in the tour guide about the animal bones. On their return
the children were keen to write about their visit.
sand. I loved covering my friends in sand and
Here are some of the things they wrote:
collecting shells. We all had an ice lolly which was
orange flavoured and tasty!” Syeda Alam
“We took a bus to the museum. We saw a polar
“Going to the beach for the first time was fun
because there was lots of sand. The sand felt really
smooth in my hands and under my feet. The best
part was playing in the water and finding six shells.”
Ilham Aslow

bear, a whale and a giraffe. We saw a crab and
spiders.” David
“I saw some dinosaur bones.” Sahl
“We went in the creepy crawly room to see scary
things. We saw a big whale, a hippopotamus and
some birds.’’ Rahima

“I found a sting ray and it was near to the water but
I wasn’t scared. I liked getting my feet wet in the sea
and playing football with one of my friends.”
Joseph Bidemi
Ms Tania Ferendinos, Year 2 Teacher

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’

Mrs Sherry Owolabi
Reception Teacher
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Year 4 Trip to Greenwich Park on the river
On Wednesday 29 June, year 4 Lee Brown class,
went on an art trip to Greenwich Park to look at
London’s most famous buildings.
We left school just after nine o’clock, after the
Maths Challenge. We arrived at London Bridge
Pier at about 9:50am and our boat was coming
at 10:35 am. While we were waiting, we did
some sketching of what we could see. The boat
was going to be arriving in about 45 minutes so
we had no excuse not to finish!
At 10:35am, when the boat was just about to
arrive, we started to board the pontoon. We
only had to wait a few minutes till the Thames
Clipper arrived. The boat journey was about 25 minutes. For 12 and a half minutes we stayed outside and
for the other half of the journey we stayed inside. That’s where we were most safe from getting wet!
When we arrived at Greenwich Pier, we walked all the way to Greenwich Park. It didn’t take long. As we
arrived at Greenwich Park, we settled down for a few minutes after the long journey. When we had
finished resting we had to walk up a steep hill but it wasn’t that hard.
When we got to the top, we sat by a statue of General Wolfe. We weren’t going to do any sketching then
because we had already done some, we were only looking at
the view for now.
When we had finished looking at the buildings, we were
quite hungry, so we decided to go and have some lunch. We
ate and then went back to General Wolfe to do more
sketching of the city skyline.
We then travelled back the way we had come. On the way
home we were all treated to a delicious ice lolly. We had a
great day!
Ridwan Fadlu-Deen, Year 4

Lovell Partnership
Ltd visit Tronador
As you will all have seen, Lovell
Partnership Ltd is currently
building a block of flats next to
Tronador school.

We had three visitors from the
company who came into Tronador
and brought lots of exciting,
interesting things with them! They
spoke about building site safety;
the pupils tried on different
clothing that keep people safe
whilst working and the pupils
watched a video about the
dangers of a building site.

On Monday 11 and Tuesday 12
July 2011, Lovell came into the
school and delivered workshops to The pupils really enjoyed the
workshop and were able to ask
all the children from Nursery
lots of questions about what they
through to year 6.

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’

were building next door to the
Academy. We have also been
invited to take a tour of the site
later on in the Autumn Term
which will be very exciting.
Many thanks to the company for
coming in.
See the next page for photos of
the pupils dressing up in safety
gear.
Ms Sam Colburn
Tronador, Deputy Headteacher
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Year 4, 5 and 6 Sports Day

Thank you to Graham and all his helpers for making it
an enjoyable day.

Year 4, 5 and 6 held their Sports day this year at
Abbottshall playing fields on Friday 17 June 2011. It
was organised by Graham from TeachSport and was a
fantastic event, although the poor weather did mean
we came back to school after lunch.
The children took part in a variety of events: running,
throwing and a relay and the results will be announced
at the end of the term. Everyone had a brilliant day
and there are definitely some budding athletes within
Ms Sam Colburn
Tronador.
Tronador, Deputy Headteacher

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Chessington World of
Adventures
On 5 July 2011, me, my classmates and some
of our teachers went on a trip to Chessington
World of Adventures. This was a trip to
celebrate moving onto secondary school.
At 8:30am I got into school and walked up to my
classroom to see that everyone was chatting
amongst themselves whilst my teachers were
sorting out some things before we set off on our
trip. As soon as I sat down, my teacher started
doing the register. When it was done, we went
downstairs to wait for our teachers to sort us
into groups and take us to the train station.
When we arrived at Chessington, we were given

Pupils’ work
After President Barack Obama’s visit to Globe
Academy, some of our year 3 pupils wrote the poem
below about the visit .

our tickets by Ms Field and we had to place it on
a device that let us go through the gates.
Once we were in, we partnered up with
Mr Taylor’s group and we set off to find our first
ride: Ramesees Revenge! Unfortunately one of
my classmates in my group was not tall enough
to go on a ride so he had to be left behind.
After that we went on several other rides
including the Bubble Works, Tomb Blaster,
Vampire, Runaway Train, Dragon’s Fury, KOBRA,
and loads more.
It was an excellent way to celebrate the end of
an era at Tronador School.
Azizah Sankoh Year 6
News suddenly broke loose.
Secret no more.
Barack Obama was coming to tour.
Snipers perched on top of roofs.
Policemen vests all bullet proof.

Lots of speculation all around
A visitor to Globe Academy
Was coming to town.

Onlookers were strategically placed.
Young eyes watched in awe and grace.
We waited patiently,
What else could we do?
Counting the minutes and seconds too.

Who could it be
that would warrant all this security?
Nick Clegg did you say?
Oh no he came the other day.

All of a sudden the ‘Beast’ came gliding in.
Making the scene further fascinating.
Alighting easily from his car,
making his way to the door ajar.

Roads were blocked.
The excitement heightened.
Bewildered looks.
Some seemed frightened.

Our students had dialogue face to face.
Doing us proud, Globe Academy is the place.

The Visit

Year 3 Euclid

and impressive dancing by the
year 5s as well as a brilliant year 4
backing chorus! The children
Jack learns that music means much
worked incredibly hard learning
more than just becoming famous.
On Thursday 23 June Years 4 and 5 It can spread important messages lines, practising during lunch times
put on a fantastic performance of about how to treat each other and and working as a team, supporting
each other in their different roles‘Beat it!’ During the play, the news our planet as well as inspiring
and they did their parents proud!
of the death of singer, Michael
people to overcome issues such as
A huge well done to all the
Jackson, sparks a series of
bullying and racism.
children who took part!
conversations between school boy
Star performances included an
Jack (Aimydj Elenda) and his dad
Roz Thistleton
outstanding solo by Riahan Uddin
(Murat Suglam) which serve to
Year 5 Teacher

Years 4 and 5
Perform Beat It

teach Jack a few important things
about life.

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Year 4 and 5 Perform Beat It

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Tronador News
Year 6 School Journey
2011
PGL Marchants Hill

many of the activities, conquering
many fears. They have been left
with many happy memories and
photographs as summed up by the
children below:
‘Year 6 went to Marchant’s Hill so
we could improve our social skills
and team-work; we did lots of
activities such as quad biking,
On Monday 20 June 2011, 23 Year 6 abseiling and many more. It was
pupils and four members of staff
fun, exhilarating and super. I would
participated in a fantastic School
recommend it to everyone of my
Journey for one week to a PGL site – friends. In our rooms we had bunk
Marchants Hill. The children and
beds for sleeping in and we also
staff all stayed in self-contained
accommodation called Bethany
House which used to be a Nunnery!
The days were action packed with
fourteen activities to take part in
during the course of the week and
entertainment in the evening such
as a camp fire, wacky races and, to
end, a very energetic disco.

had our own showers. The food was
delicious-it was well cooked with
lots of variety. We had soup, salad,
rice and many other side orders.
The Power fan and Giant swing
were our favourites because they
were fun, scary and ultimately took
away our fear of heights! We
chanted songs all week and by the
end we had no voices left! Here’s an
example:
Coca cola came to town, Diet Pepsi
shot him down, Dr Pepper picked
him up, now we all drink Seven Up!
It was an amazing week and one
which we will not forget.’
Umuter Saglam and
Rafael Costa-Martins – Year 6

The children were fantastic and
showed absolutely no worries on

Year 6 perform Grease
On Wednesday 20 July, the Pentagon was full with parents, carers, teachers and friends all waiting to watch the
final production of the year, Grease. The year 6 class had been working hard since their SATs exams finished to
make sure this show was a success and all their work paid off. The show involved acting, singing and proper
jiving, which were all brilliant and an excellent set made by Miss Sanders, which included a Grease Lightening
car, added the finishing touches.
Congratulations to all the pupils and many thanks to staff, parents and friends who helped learn lines, dance
moves and songs.
Ms Caroline Field, Year 6 Teacher

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Year 6 perform Grease

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Elbrus News
New prefects appointed
As we prepare for the new academic year, the
old year 9 prefects have moved to Kilimanjaro
and a new year 9 prefect body has been
appointed. To be picked for the position of
prefect, pupils had to go through a rigorous
application process that consisted of an
application form and an interview. These
students will now help with ensuring the rules
of Elbrus are followed by all students. They will
have various duties at lunch and break and
rewards for their work too.
Student prefects are an important part of
Elbrus school representing the student voice
and being role models for the younger pupils.
We wish all of the new year 9 prefects the best of luck in their recently acquired positions.
Ms Louise Nichols
Elbrus Assistant Headteacher

Blue Elephant Theatre Company
visit Elbrus

On Tuesday 21 June Blue Elephant Theatre Company
performed, to year 7 and year 8 pupils in Elbrus, a
production called Fathers Joy. The performance was
about emotions and consequences.

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’

After the performance the pupils took part in a
workshop where they discussed the show and
became some of the characters.
Ms Louise Nichols
Elbrus Assistant Headteacher
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Elbrus News
Elbrus School Culture Quest

To end activities week the Elbrus School embarked on an
exciting cultural treasure hunt around the local area.
This involved them finding out facts about various
landmarks in Southwark, including; Borough Market,
Southwark Cathedral, The Tate Modern and The Globe
Theatre. Pupils had to take pictures and find clues in
order to win the quest.
All pupils behaved wonderfully whilst taking part in the
quest despite the pouring rain. Congratulations to them
all.
Ms Louise Nichols
Elbrus Assistant Headteacher

Year 9 pupils learn about
working in the city
Earlier in the year some of our year 9 pupils
joined pupils from other schools at the City of
London Marketing Suite to learn about working in
the City. They all took part in several tasks. One
of the tasks was a competition to design a poster
advertising a product. Our students Sara RichardJulian, Peter Amoo, Sade Majekodunmi and
Erhuvwu Wanogho-Oweka won a prize. They
were asked back to the City of London Marketing
Suite on 30 June to claim their prize of £50.00
Ms Louise Nichols
Elbrus Assistant Headteacher

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Elbrus News
Elbrus Year Nine Graduation
This year we celebrated our
very first Elbrus Graduation.
The pupils, under the watchful
eye of Miss. Gibson, had spent
many months planning and
organising everything from the
menu to the music and it was
time well spent. The evening
was a great success, the food
was excellent followed by
some great performances and
prize giving.
Moving from Key stage 3 to 4 has never been given
so much attention in the school before and it was
great to take stock and consider how far both the
students and school have come since becoming an
Academy. It has been a great pleasure working with
this year group, who are amongst the funniest,
warmest and smartest pupils that the school has
ever seen.
I wish you all well in Kilimanjaro and beyond.
All the best

Mr Kieran Scanlon
Elbrus Headteacher

Pupils learn about Binning It!
On 28 June year 7 and 8 pupils attended a
workshop by Wrigley’s called Bin It!
It was a drama production looking at the
problems caused by not putting chewing gum in
the bin. It was very interactive and got everyone
thinking about the consequences of their actions.

Ms Louise Nichols
Elbrus Assistant Headteacher

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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McKinley News
After that we had
break where they
supplied us with
drinks and biscuits
Nine other students and we were
reunited with our
and I, from top set
year 9 Science went school colleagues.
to Southbank
Our second
University to take
activity was to
part in a Science,
make a self
Technology and
righting and
Engineering
floating buoy, like
challenge day. We
completed a variety those in the sea.
We had to make
of activities all day
ours out of plastic
with other schools
such as: St Saviours, cups, stones, masking tape and a circuit with a red
light. We also had an hour for this exercise. We had
St Thomas the
to make the buoy waterproof and get the red light to
Apostle College,
flash. At the end of the session we tested each
Charter Academy, St Michaels, City Of London
groups work to see if they had accomplished the
Academy and many more.
task, my group wasn't so successful.
At the start of the day they gave us numbers with a
letter on a label; eg. C3, B2, and D5 this represented After the second activity it was lunch, the task that
the groups we were in as it was mixed school teams. followed on was to make a stable bridge out of
Pupils from other schools who had the same number paper, tape and screws. It was hard as we only had
and letter as you were in your group for all activities. an hour to do this and we had a limited amount of
I was with two St Thomas the Apostle pupils and our resources. When the time was up, we had to put
weights on each groups work 100g at a time. My
first activity was to make a working and moving car
group came 2nd and our paper bridge was able to
out of wheels, straws, elastic bands and a battery
hold 400g.
pack. The ambassadors for this activity gave us one
hour and then judged our work. In the end, my team
Finally we all gathered in one room, where all the
won.
schools had to sit with each other and the Mayor of
Southwark came along to hand out awards and
certificates. They were for the people from each
group that performed the best from each of the four
activities. Although we didn’t win any awards our
school got a mention for working well in all four
activities. Isaac and Lovely’s groups Paper bridge was
able to support 900g!

Gifted and Talented
Science Trip

It was a great day and we all enjoyed it.
Taylor Tassell
McKinley Year 9

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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McKinley News
McKinley Year 9
Graduation

an Adele number, beautifully as
always, and gave a heartfelt speech
to thank all the parents for their
support during the year. The
wonderful Edward Kargbo gave a
deep and meaningful speech about
the way he had been welcomed into
the McKinley family by all the
teachers and how thankful he was.
Then Ms Jones entertained us all
with her poem ‘G.C.S.E’ which she
recently won a national spoken word
competition with.

chairs away and the dancing began.
Kieran Bartley did a great job
spinning the tunes and year 9s
danced the evening away.
My special thanks go to Ms Brown

The Year 9 Graduation was a
fantastic event. Students and their
parents walked into a commons area
that was decorated with yellow and
black balloons and tables all laid up
ready to sit down and enjoy the
lovely buffet. The evening began with

for her superb organisation of the
event, as well as to the students who
For me, the highlight of the evening
performed, staff who contributed
was when Teayanna Barrett-Cheddie
and all the parents who attended.
spontaneously shouted ‘McKinley’
and all the students burst into the
mantra ‘’Today, I promise to do my
best, we will all work hard, behave
and progress, as we journey to the
peak of McKinley’s success!’’ It was
me showing the amazing Anne Frank such a joyous moment.
video which the year 9s produced
and is now on the world wide web
By the time the entertainment had
for all to see. I am so proud of them! finished, and we had presented the
graduation certificates, everyone was
ready to tuck into the delicious
spread. There was so much food that
many parents ended up taking home
doggy-bags! The students cleared the

Mr Barker was only too pleased to
sing some opera to really open the
show and then student performances
followed freely. Kelly Nwanko sung
‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’

The first ever Year 9 Graduation was
a real success.

Ms Natalie Sheppard
McKinley Headteacher
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McKinley Activities Week

On the last day of activities week we got to visit the
London Zoo. On the way to the zoo it poured down with
On the first day of activities week we visited the Tate
rain; we were all very wet and miserable. When we
Modern. I really liked the Tate because there was a wide arrived at the zoo we went into their amphitheatre and
range of art work, lots of hands on experiments and
watched lots of different animals do lots of tricks. We
there were movies we could watch explaining things
also got to see lions, tigers, butterflies, penguins, apes,
about art and the history of artists.
vultures, reptiles, fish and birds.
On the second day of activities week we visited the
London Film Museum. This to me was the best day of
activities week because we got to see lots of expensive
movie props, we got our picture taken right next to
Harry Potters broomstick and we got to make our own
movie!!!

I really enjoyed activities week I wish I could go again but
next year we get to go to Thorpe Park.
Alex Nicholson
Year 7, McKinley

My Year in McKinley Poems by McKinley
Pupils
I started the year in McKinley with a
bang, well at least I thought so! I
met new people and made new
friends, though it would have been
easier to stay with your friends but
that’s not how it goes.
The year could have started better
but I was satisfied that not all of my
friends were gone. The two schools
McKinley and Elbrus were a mixture
of the bright and (and I do have to
say it because I have a lot of this)
“talented”.
The year seemed to go by quickly
and when Christmas came along we
had a fun filled assembly and a
wonderful lunch which I have to say
was delizioso (delicious in Italian)
and served by the McKinley
leadership team. Then came 2011, a
new year and we started school with
what we normally do-a lesson in
rituals and routines.
There’s been ups and downs but
there have been really good
moments that I wish I could repeat
such as the Thorpe park trip. It was
amazing, words can’t explain the
thrill it gives, and if you ever happen
to go you should try the eyepopping, heart raising STEALTH!!

Pupils in year 8 have been learning
about the charity UNICEF and have
written these poems in response.

UNICEF
by Kunmi, Davital, Monique
Fazana and Nabila
I have the right to live
The right to breathe
No matter what
One day I will achieve
The chance to be free
And unleash the spirit in me
To see the brightness of the world.
In the past I was trapped in the dark
So in my life it made a mark
UNICEF helped me to fulfil my
dreams
No more tears creating rivers or
streams.

Freedom
By Najma, Shahena, Seanie
Lost in the world full of violence
No Mother, no Father
No Brother, no Sister
Only lonely cries
I hold a gun as if it’s a toy
The world is so cruel, I’m only a boy
Moving from place to place, killing
friends
with a guilty face.
Innocence, Freedom, life.
I want this without holding a knife
I stand as if I’m brave
But inside my heart is naive.
I’m a child soldier, snatched away
from dreaming and playing, sold into
war
No more pain, no more cries
No more blood, no more lies
Only tranquillity
Given a chance to show my ability
UNICEF...

Ochuko Toweh
Year 8, McKinley
‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Library News
This term has been a busy
one at our library! Here’s a
taste of what we’ve been
getting up to;

as many families as possible
will join us.

Summer
Reading Challenge

After the success of our
Girls’ Book Club, we will also
All year 7s and 8s have
be starting a Boys’ Book Club
taken part in a ‘Library
and a Manga Club and we
Welcome’ programme. They will be welcoming the new
have found out how to select Year 7s to the library.
fiction books and how to find
and use information in the
Also, look out for the Book
library.
Factor!
A group of year 6 pupils from
our feeder primary schools
visited the library and
produced some excellent
work based on The Chocolate
Money Mystery by Alexander
McCall Smith. Stop by the
library display boards to see
‘wanted’ posters for the evil
Professor Sardine!
Students who speak English
as a second language visited
Foyles book shop in Central
London to choose books for
our community languages
section. This was an
excellent day out and we
came back with lots of new
books. We were also treated
to some lovely cake by the
brilliant staff at Foyles!
Many different classes have
visited the library to do
research. Maths teacher Mr
Nguyen came to the library
with his class to find Maths
facts. We had a great time
sharing crazy maths facts and
logic puzzles!
The autumn term will bring
with it even more reading
fun! We’ll be opening the
library each week after
school for families from
across the academy to visit
with their children and hope
‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’

We are aiming for the whole
school to take part in the
Summer Reading Challenge
run by Southwark Libraries
and supported by Globe
Academy. Students are asked
to read books over the
summer (six if they are in
primary, four if they are in
Girls Get Reading at secondary) and record what
they thought of each book as
Globe Academy
they go. Reading during the
Library
summer holidays will not
only give huge enjoyment to
Every Monday lunchtime
students, it will make sure
Globe Academy Library
their reading levels are
becomes a haven for girls
maintained ready to start
who love to read. A
school again in September.
dedicated group of girls meet
There are prizes from
each week to discuss books
Southwark Libraries and
they have read, try creative
there will be prizes in school
writing, find out about
in September.
authors, make displays and
more.
To take part, visit any
Southwark library and ask to
Tasmiah (Year 10) says;
join the Summer Reading
“Girls’ Book Club is good
Challenge. It’s completely
because it helps girls become
free. Students can borrow
more confident through
books from the public library
books. We talk about books
to read and they can also
and do activities, for
read books they have
example, book reviews, word
borrowed from Globe
games and competitions”.
Academy Library or books
they have at home.
Girls from all year groups
If you can’t get to a
come to Girls’ Book Club and
Southwark library ask if your
they have a wide range of
local library is offering the
reading interests including
Summer Reading Challenge.
romance, vampire stories
If you would like any further
and manga. The book club is
information please feel free
a great way for girls to try
to get in touch.
reading new things and
discuss their ideas about
Charlotte Barton
books. We hope that the
c.barton@globeacademy.org
group will continue to grow
next year.
Ms Charlotte Barton
Learning Resource Centre
Manager
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Kilimanjaro News
STARZ Mentoring Programme

Year 10 Activities Week

Our latest group of students recently completed their
STARZ mentoring programme. The 11 week programme
saw 12 year 10 students visiting their mentors at the
Actis Office at More London. Our students had the
opportunity to get expert help in mock interviews,
writing CV’s and career planning. They also showed us
their fantastic presentation skills delivering a talk on a
chosen topic to Actis staff and their peers in the
boardroom. They took part in a Dragons’ Den session
where they pitched their product to the Actis Dragons
and even got to practice their conversation skills over a
three course meal at Delfina. It was highlighted in the
awards ceremony that both the coaches and the
students have learnt a great deal from one another, and
really enjoyed working together.
I am extremely thankful to the students for their
commitment to the programme. They attended every
week, and put 100% into every activity. I have seen
them grow in confidence, being able to present to a
boardroom full of people as if it is the norm. They
should be extremely proud of themselves for their
achievements, as are the Actis coaches and myself.

During Activities week Kilimanjaro pupils had the
opportunity to sign up for master classes. From football
and cricket to African Cooking and hair and beauty there
were a whole host of different activities for them to take
part in. This was a huge success and both staff and
students enjoyed the opportunity to work together on
‘My overriding feeling is of surprise, surprise at how
projects outside of the normal curriculum. Not only did
much I enjoyed the STARZ programme. This has much to the students produce some excellent meals in the
do with the way Kenneth approached the sessions; in
African Cooking class, one of the classrooms was turned
particular he was open and participative. I would like to into a beauty salon and American Football made its
think that Kenneth benefited from the sessions as much debut on the Harper Road pitch.
as I did and would like to thank him for his effort and
enthusiasm. I wish him the best for the future.’ Tom
A group of the year 10 pupils also had the opportunity to
Sparrow, Actis.
have a horse riding lesson at Dulwich Riding School. So
many students wanted to take part that we had to add
Ms Caroline Rowley, Extended Schools Co-ordinator
on another session. Although a little nervy at first, all of
the pupils overcame their fears and there were definitely
some natural horse riders in the groups.
All of the students and
staff thoroughly
enjoyed the
experience, and we
hope to repeat it
again soon.
Ms Caroline Rowley,
Extended Schools
Co-ordinator
Enjoying a three course meal at Delfina

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Kilimanjaro News
poem from Esther Edun
and Anthea Alabi. And we
can't forget the amazing
Latino dancers- Martin,
Lina, Tatiana and Billy!

Kilimanjaro say goodbye to
the Year 11s in style
The Pentagon was packed to the brim full of
proud parents,
siblings and
various relatives.
The year 11s sat in
their Learning
Families. Dressed
in their formal
finery they shone
like the stars they
are. They looked
beautiful and they radiated success. The year 11
Graduation was a resounding success.

Every student had their
moment on stage when
they collected their
graduation certificate. At
the end of the night the
photographer was
inundated with requests
for photographs.

The year 11s are role
models for all who follow
them. Their
determination to be
The event was hosted by Simone Maxwell and
successful has been
Tanvir Khan and they gave a number of special
fantastic to watch and be
awards including Staff of the Year won by Gareth
a part of. This night was
Bryan, Student Leader won by Romario Splatt and
a well deserved and
Academic Excellence won by Farid Sarwari our
fitting celebration to
Head Boy who is currently in the USA at Phillips
mark the end of their time at Globe Academy!
Exeter Academy attending a Summer school on a
full scholarship.
Ms Cristalina Fernandes
There were dance performances by Jason Do, a
song by Durga Abdi, Head Girl and an inspiring

Kilimanjaro Headteacher

Year 11 Prom
The year 11 Prom was an exquisite red carpet affair
held at the exclusive and renowned Royal Gardens
Hotel in Kensington. The year 11s pulled up in
limousines and Range Rovers while the rest of us
travelled by coach! The students looked like
supermodels with dresses and suits of every colour,
they looked absolutely fabulous and the prom
pictures are testament to that.
The evening started with the taking of photographs
followed by a sit down meal where students had a
choice of arabic or chinese food which was delicious.
The desserts were scrumptious and the selection
tempting and irresistible!

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’

Then the dancing began - the year 11s poured on to
the dance floor their eyes bright and smiles wide.
They were so happy and they weren't going to waste
a moment! The DJs played a great selection and a
great time was had by all.
At the end of the night we saw a draw for Prom
Queen with Jamilla Uddin and Francesca Azizi sharing
the crown and Prom King going to Romario Splatt
who went on to cut the cake with both girls.
When the lights went on and they all realised this
was the last time they would all be together the tears
flowed. It was a magical night they deserved and
none would forget, ever.
Cristalina Fernandes
Kilimanjaro Headteacher
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Year 11 Prom

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Performing Arts profile - Dance News
Trip to Flawless
On 11 May 2011 the dance
department invited NFP and the
prospective dance students who
will be taking GCSE or BTEC dance
next year, to watch a performance

Academy received standing
ovations and our two performances
were described as being
“inspirational”.
Congratulations to those who took
part, you have made the dance
department and Globe Academy
very proud of your efforts and
professionalism.

Southwark Dance
Challenge
On 23 June, Globe Academy’s own
Flawless dancing on stage
dance group NFP went to the
by Flawless called ‘Chase the
Southwark Dance Challenge.
Dream’ at the Peacock Theatre. This The boys have been working with
show gave the students a true
insight into performing dance and
fusing styles. The show was
fantastic and the students left
feeling inspired and passionate
about chasing their own dreams.

their school as role models for their
own students which is a
compliment to all of them.

Unfortunately, only one secondary
school went through to the final
and the competition was tough so
the boys didn’t make the final this
year but will no doubt go back next
year to try again.
Congratulations to Davidson
Onasanya, Jordon Dawkins
Joshua Lavaly, Barish Mata
Mr Bell over the last few months to Ackeem Durrent and
make sure their performance was
Octavian Godyi
up to scratch and all this hard work
paid off. They performed with style Many thanks to Mr Jairzhino Bell for
and confidence, which resulted in
spending so much time with the
them receiving a standing ovation. boys ensuring their performance
Year 9 and 10 Globe dance students
was up to the standard required.
with rapper DJ Ironic
It was not just their performance on
stage that was excellent but off
Miss Derya Maci
stage as well with their behaviour
Dance Teacher
Pupils dance at East
which was so good that the teacher
Kent Showcase
from Redriff primary school
stated “your boys
On 19 May nine students from year behaviour was exemplary
and they set a good
9 and 10 represented Globe
example”.
Academy at an East Kent dance
showcase.
I also spoke to three
different primary school
Schools across Kent and London
leads throughout the day,
came together for one evening to
perform and showcase their talents and they all asked if the
in front of a large audience. Globe boys could perform at

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Performing Arts profile
Globe Academy choir performs at
ARK Gala Dinner
Whilst preparations for the building were still going
ahead, Globe Academy pupils, along with pupils from the
other Ark schools, prepared for their royal debut in the
grounds of Kensington Palace. The massed choir was in
full swing singing their version of 'All Together Now', a
song which had been chosen for the ARK Gala Charity
Event held on Thursday 9 June 2011.
The students were brought in at the last minute after
ARK heard their successful recording from their recent
session at London's most prestigious 'Air Studios'.
Once the choir was confirmed, we were informed that
none other than The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge,
Prince William and his new wife Katherine, would be in
attendance, this was a great joy for the students of
Globe Academy who recently entertained another huge
world figure, President Barack Obama.

The night of the performance came around quickly,
many students impressed with a quick rehearsal at the
Hilton Hotel before their on stage time. It was all over
within minutes, however, as the pupils entered the
stage, mouths dropped at the sight of the venue, built
two days before at Kensington Palace especially for this
event. We later found out that ARK had raised an
astonishing £17.2 million pounds that night.
Joshua Lavaly, Year 10, pupil said; "I feel privileged to be
at this event. I can't believe so soon after meeting the
President, I now get to perform in front of
Prince William."
Ms Charlene Jones, Singing Teacher
‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Performing Arts profile
Year 9 trip to the
Young Vic
On 14 June, year 9 students (soon to be the new
BTEC and GCSE drama groups) went to an evening
performance of The Government Inspector at the
Young Vic. This was a very funny, energetic and
enjoyable performance which all students enjoyed.
Two weeks later, students attended an on-stage
workshop at the Young Vic. This involved them acting
on stage as well as operating lights, sound and props
with the technical team.
Our students were particularly impressive and
commended by staff at the theatre for their talent and
enthusiasm. I was very proud of them as they
represented the school and themselves extremely
well.
Ms Emma Jones
CSL Drama

The event was very well attended,
and all together the evening raised
£185.00 which will help children in
On Thursday 14 June, pupils from
Thanks must go to the talented
the famine ridden area of East
across the Academy showcased
performers and their teachers as
Africa and will assist in the
their talents and took part in
well as Mr Naidoo and Mr Jones for provision of basic nutritional,
Globe’s Got Talent raising
running front of house so ably; to
educational and health needs.
awareness and money for the
Miss Paturaud for ensuring each of
charity UNICEF.
the acts were on stage at the
correct time; to Ms Dibley and 8M Mr James Barker
The show was attended by the
for providing us with a fabulous
Music CSL
Deputy Mayor of Southwark who in cake sale and to Ms Hedley for her
her closing remarks commented on talents on sound.

Globe’s Got Talent

how wonderful each of the
performances were.

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Performing Arts profile
The Biggest Band Concert

ARK One Voice
On Monday 4 July, pupils from Globe Academy’s primary
and secondary schools took part in a spectacular display
of talent at the ARK Schools One Voice Event at the
Barbican. The performance consisted of smaller acts
performed by each of the academies mixed with
numbers from the ARK One Voice mass choir

Globe Academy was extremely delighted to be a part of
accompanied by “Fusion” the ARK Schools orchestra.
The Biggest Band concert which took place in Wembley
The primary choir had the honour of opening the event
Arena on 8 July 2011.
with a song called "Proud". This set the tone for the
amazing performances that followed. The year 10 pupils
The preparation had the pupils and myself excited as we
set quite a different mood by introducing a dance and
waited for which songs would be chosen for us to
rap they had choreographed, written and produced
record, and even more excited that it was an attempt at
themselves to the mix. The rest of the performance
a World Record. Once the songs were announced, we
repertoire included Higher and Higher, Niska Banja,
spent time rehearsing them. One of the songs was 'Boys
Gymnopodie and Mais Que Nada which all students
and Girls' by Pixie Lott, which was the favourite amongst
performed with passion and professionalism. This is the
the pupils.
third year that Globe Academy pupils have taken part in
this event which has improved in standard year
Many pupils were overwhelmed that a song they were
after year.
going to record would be released into the charts as a
download and so really committed to making sure each
We are all extremely proud of the pupils achievements
song was perfect.
and continued dedication.
On the day we arrived at Wembley Arena it was a joy for
me to see the pupils faces as we were directed to our
seats and enjoyed over an hour of live performances
before us as an audience rehearsed together for the
recording. At 5:30pm a live radio performance by 10,000
people went on air and we cheered as it was announced
that we had indeed broken a record. The last part of the
evening was to record the three songs.
It truly was an amazing experience to have been a part
of, what a privilege, and the greatest part is that it was
all done for Charity.
I really hope this can become a yearly event as I know
how much the pupils and I enjoyed ourselves.
Charlene Jones
Singing Teacher

A few of the highlights for the pupils were:
I felt excited about taking part in the One Voice show. I
felt happy and confident when I was singing because it is
the second time I have performed at a big show.
Amelie Adeniran (Year 2)
Performing at the One Voice concert made me feel
extremely proud of myself. Singing in front of so many
people was exciting and when we finished the audience
clapped so loud that it made me jump!
Damaris Vasco (Year 3)
I felt proud of myself when I was performing because I
used to be very shy and now I am not. Singing makes me
feel happy and I like singing with my friends in the choir.
Zayd Bouchouit (Year 2)
Chyvonne Bryant-Brown, Tronador Choir Lead

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Sports Report
Athletics
Globe Academy’s Athletics
team competed in the
Southwark Athletics
Championships at Croydon
Arena. Although no medals
were won the pupils still put in
a lot of effort and the year 7
pupils learnt what it was like to
compete in front of hundreds of
spectators.
Year 7 Athletics Team:
Jordan Agambi, Chidinma
Nwanwu, Zahara Esayed,
Marcus Roach, Henry Awokere
Year 9 Athletics Team:
Tumisha Balogun, Shaneekqua
Lawla, Makaeda Notice,
Obaayaa Kwarteng, Rihinat
Kazeem, Benjamine Gbokua,
Teayanna Cheddie

Rowing
Edward Kargbo and Tyrone
Salum represented Southwark

for indoor rowing in the 2011
London Youth Games. They
competed against the best
indoor rowers of their age
across the city and led the
Southwark team to 7th
overall. PC Dick Blanchard was
particularly impressed at how
the boys managed to get the
best out of those around them.

was extremely grateful and
impressed at their ability to
work independently.

White water rafting

Year 9 McKinley and Elbrus
students experienced white
water rafting, canoeing and
climbing at the Lee Valley
Water Sports Centre. The
pupils were rewarded for their
Sport Leaders
continued good behaviour and
The year 10 BTEC Sport class
effort in PE and were one of the
demonstrated their leadership first members of the public to
skills by helping to run a year 3 experience the actual white
and 4 Olympics during National water rafting course that will be
Schools Sports Week for pupils used at the 2012 London
from local primary schools. The Olympics.
parents and staff of the
primary schools
commented on the
maturity and
enthusiasm the pupils
displayed. Tom
Eisenhuth, Bacons
School Sports
Partnership Manager

ARK Schools Table Tennis Tournament
Globe Academy’s table tennis team attended the second ARK
table tennis competition at Evelyn Grace Academy this term. As
well as competing, the pupils got to witness Darius Knight
(England ranked number 2) and Gavin Rumgay (Scotland ranked
number 1), professional table tennis stars play in a training
exhibition.
Globe finished fourth overall from the 8 ARK academies with
secondary schools and there were notable performances with
Rekel Jackson, Marcus Roach and Leon Akin being ranked 26th,
24th and 19th respectively out of all the 63 pupils at the
competition. Jordan Akpangni also won his league.
Congratulations to the Table tennis team: Marvin Beaton, Jordan Akpangni,
Toufiqul Haq, Rekel Jackson, Marcus Roach and Leon Akin
Mr Walter Mendoza, PE CSL
Globe Academy
Harper Road
London SE1 6AG
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